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Term rewriting is a simple but powerful model of computation which
has numerous applications in computer science, mathematics, logic, pro-
gramming languages, and biology. This lecture series introduces some
foundational notions of first-order term rewriting: termination, conflu-
ence, completion, and complexity. For each of these properties, basic
techniques to establish them are discussed [1, 4, 3]. The practical rele-
vance of these concepts is illustrated by examples from different fields:

• Termination of a rewrite system means the absence of infinite
rewrite sequences. Interpretations and reduction orders are pre-
sented as termination techniques. Termination of programs or
expression simplification (e.g. in compilers) can be seen as the
respective property of a rewrite system [6], and reduction orders
play a key role in theorem proving [5].

• The derivational complexity of a terminating rewrite system,
i.e., the maximal number of steps to a result, is often relevant
for theoretical considerations; and important to reason about
programs in performance-critical contexts [2]. We discuss ma-
trix interpretations as a method to establish complexity bounds,
and mention bounds imposed by other termination methods.

• Confluence expresses a kind of determinism of the rewriting
process. We discuss critical pairs and orthogonality as conflu-
ence techniques. As applications, we mention determinism of
simple games [8] and expression simplification [7].

• Completion can transform a set of equations into an equivalent
terminating and confluent rewrite system. If time permits, a
simple completion procedure will be presented, which will be
shown to constitute a theorem proving method.

Automatic tools to determine these properties will be demonstrated,
too; also to give an impression of the vast number of available techniques
beyond the scope of this course. Parts of the lecture will be dedicated
to solve exercises (with and without tools) to get hands-on experience.
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